MEDIA RELEASE

IMPROVING PRODUCTIVITY BY LEAPS AND BOUNDS WITH
SAFER WORKPLACES AND LESS NOISE AND DUST ON SITE
- Nine projects receive award for improving construction productivity
25 May 2016 – The Building and Construction Authority is giving out nine Construction
Productivity Awards this year to outstanding project teams that have taken the initiative
to improve the productivity of their projects.

2.

Residential development 76 Shenton and office building CapitaGreen are

awarded the highest Platinum accolade. The other seven Gold award winners include
Galaxis, Aperia, JTC’s industrial building at 73 Ayer Rajah Crescent, Nanyang Primary
School and three HDB projects Acacia Breeze @ Yishun, Waterway Woodcress at
Punggol and Yishun Riverwalk.

3.

CapitaGreen is recognised for its extensive use of precast elements and

structural steel system which enabled faster installation on site, better quality control
and less noise and dust pollution as most work was done off site. 3D Building
Information Modelling (BIM) was used extensively for environmental simulation and
precise construction of the building, including its wind funnel structure. A top down
construction method was also adopted to overcome limited construction space and
allowed the basement and floors above ground to be constructed concurrently.
4.

Several construction technologies were also adopted for CapitaGreen, for the

first time in Singapore. This included the largest 3.5-metre diameter bored piles for the
foundation of the office tower, which reduced the number of piles needed and increased
the efficiency of installation work. The use of a high strength Grade 100 concrete saved
the amount of concrete used and reduced the precast column sizes and quantity of
steel needed, shortening time needed for fabrication and installation. Lastly, efficient
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installation methods such as a dry fire proofing system for the steel beams and lotus
root connection joints between the columns and beams enhanced productivity on site.
5.

76 Shenton was able to achieve high construction productivity due to a high

degree of standardisation, which allowed building components be produced in mass
quantities to achieve economies of scale. The conversion of several cast on-site
components to precast elements also significantly reduced construction time. Doubletier precast columns and walls were used to improve the efficiency of the crane. In
addition, the project adopted productive technologies such as self-climbing system for
its core walls and a modular formwork for its floor slabs, that were easier to assemble
and resulted in better quality finishes. BIM was also adopted for this project for
construction sequencing during planning and to surface problems and clashes before
the actual construction begun.
6.

“The built environment sector has made good progress in adopting prefabrication

for their projects. Moving forward, to achieve truly game-changing productivity
improvements, we have to push for an even higher level of prefabrication in our projects
through the Design for Manufacturing and Assembly approach. Instead of looking at
how individual components such as walls and floors can be done off site, we aim to
steer the sector towards using technologies such as structural steel as well as
prefabricating fully integrated components like bathrooms and even entire rooms. As
most construction is done off site for efficient assembly on site, this not only improves
construction productivity by leaps and bounds but also facilitates better workmanship
and quality with safer workplaces and lesser noise and dust on site,” said Dr John
Keung, CEO of BCA.

7.

The winners will be receiving their awards during the BCA Awards ceremony on

26 May 2016 at Resorts World Sentosa. Details of the winners are in the Annex.

Issued by the Building and Construction Authority on 25 May 2016
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About BCA
The Building and Construction Authority (BCA) of Singapore champions the development of an
excellent built environment for Singapore. BCA’s mission is to shape a safe, high quality,
sustainable and friendly built environment, as these are four key elements where BCA has a
significant influence. In doing so, it aims to differentiate Singapore’s built environment from
those of other cities and contribute to a better quality of life for everyone in Singapore. Hence,
its vision is to have "a future-ready built environment for Singapore". Together with its education
arm, the BCA Academy of the Built Environment, BCA works closely with its industry partners to
develop skills and expertise that help shape a future-ready built environment for Singapore. For
more information, visit www.bca.gov.sg.
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About Construction Productivity Awards
The Construction Productivity Awards (CPA) recognise outstanding industry firms for
going the extra mile to achieve construction productivity improvements and promote
higher productivity in the industry.
CPA – Projects
The CPA – Projects is awarded to project teams that have demonstrated productivity
in their projects from the design to the end of construction. The award aims to:
 Encourage designers to come up with labour-efficient designs;
 Encourage the adoption of labour-efficient construction methods; and
 Recognise project teams for their excellent project planning and coordination
in enhancing productivity.
The award has nine sub-categories:
 Residential Landed Buildings
 Residential Non-landed Buildings (for projects with Gross Floor Area of less
than 25,000m2)
 Residential Non-landed Buildings (for projects with Gross Floor Area of more
than or equal to 25,000m2)
 Commercial and Office Buildings
 Institutional Buildings
 Industrial Buildings
 Mixed Development Buildings
 Additions & Alterations / Upgrading Buildings
 Civil Engineering Projects

Assessment Criteria
Building projects are assessed based on their buildable design score, constructability
score, simplicity of construction, integration of design and construction, and
aesthetics.
Civil engineering projects are assessed based on design for ease of construction,
the use of construction technology, site management, integration of design and
construction, and the adoption of innovative designs and products.
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CPA – Projects
76 Shenton
Platinum Award
(Residential Non-Landed Buildings Category < 25,000 m2)

Developer

Hong Leong House Pte Ltd

Architectural Consultant

DP Architects Pte Ltd.

Structural Consultant

T.Y. Lin International Pte. Ltd.

M&E Consultant

Belmacs Pte Ltd

Design and Build Contractor

Kimly Construction Pte Ltd

Construction Cost

$58,351,949.00

Gross Floor Area

16,873.85 m2
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76 Shenton is located within the Central Business District (CBD) in downtown Singapore. The 39storey development which comprises a single storey commercial block, 34 storeys of residential flats
(total 202 units), sky terraces, 4 decks of multi-storey carpark, swimming pool and communal facilities,
puts itself as one of the tallest residential buildings in the district.
Key Features:

Standardisation of precast elements that were delivered to site for Just-In-Time (JIT) installation,
thereby reducing inventory costs and cycle time greatly.


Adoption of double-tier precast columns and walls doubled the crane efficiency.



Use of unitised window-wall façade which is lighter than a full curtain wall system improved the
constructability.



Installation of jet fan system for the car park ventilation was a cost and time effective alternative
compared to conventional complex ducted mechanical system. Overall building load was
reduced, alleviating structural stress hence achieving a better total building performance.



RCS CB 240 self-climbing system with VARIO GT 24 girders used for the core walls greatly
reduced lead time which conventional system would need for dismantling and erection for use in
the next construction level. This helped to achieve productivity improvement.



Concrete placing boom was used for the project. This machinery had a small space requirement
and moved upwards together with the structure, improving constructability and hastening
construction work.



Adoption of PERI SRC circular formwork eased the assembly of the rigid circular formwork at
high-void area which saved time and manpower as compared to the adoption of conventional
system.



Assembly of the PERI GRIDFLEX aluminium formwork was easy and fast.



GRIDFLEX’s unique early striking beam feature had allowed for early dismantling unlike
traditional system. This allowed for subsequent architectural and M&E works to commence early.



RCS climbing protection panels were used at the perimeter to provide gap-free enclosure and
safety barriers against falling from height. Being crane-independent, the tower crane could be
maximised for other lifting activities and this helped to improve productivity.



Building Information Modelling (BIM) adopted reduced uncertainties like clashes and conflicts
before construction thus preventing abortive or rectification works later and enhancing
productivity.
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CPA – Projects
CapitaGreen
Platinum Award
(Commercial Buildings Category)

Developer

CapitaLand, CapitaLand Commercial Trust and
Mitsubishi Estate Asia

Architectural Consultant

RSP Architects Planners & Engineers (Pte) Ltd

Structural Consultant

RSP Architects Planners & Engineers (Pte) Ltd

M&E Consultant

Squire Mech Pte Ltd

Design and Build Contractor

Takenaka Corporation

Construction Cost

$420,283,655.46

Gross Floor Area

82,953.07 m2
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CapitaGreen is a Grade A high-rise office building located within Singapore’s central business district
and in close proximity to the extended Marina Bay Financial Centre. The building provides 34 levels of
office space with a total net lettable area of approximately 700,000 square feet, with exceptional
features such as sky terraces on level 5, 14 and 26, a gymnasium and swimming pool on level 38 and
a sky forest and restaurant on level 40.
Key Features:

Extensive use of precast elements such as columns and beams helped the project to achieve
high construction productivity.


Structural steel system was adopted which improved speed of construction.



Application of dry fire proofing system to the steel beams allowed other trades to be done
concurrently to reduce construction time.



Extensive use of off-site prefabrication and pre-assembly such as curtain wall, glass partition and
balustrade helped to achieve optimum site efficiency.



For the construction of the basement, a top down method was adopted to overcome limited
construction space and allowed basement and superstructural works to be carried out
concurrently. Large diameter bored piles of 3.5m were also used to reduce total number of piles
needed hence increasing efficiency in the installation work.



Use of PERI formwork system allowed crane independent climbing as and when necessary to
save costs on expensive crane operations.



Efficient methods were adopted such as lotus joint for precast component installation, Tatekata
Ace for steel column installation and Pitakai for faster installation of precast columns and beams
to enhance productivity on site.



Adoption of G100 and G80 high strength concrete helped to shorten the construction cycle time.



Huge and high speed temporary lift from Japan to transport big machineries and equipment
instead of relying on tower cranes saved time and improved productivity.
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CPA – Projects
Acacia Breeze @ Yishun
Gold Award
(Residential Non-Landed Buildings Category > 25,000 m2)

Developer

Housing & Development Board

Architectural Consultant

Surbana Jurong Consultants Private Limited

Structural Consultant

Surbana Jurong Consultants Private Limited

M&E Consultant

Surbana Jurong Consultants Private Limited

Design and Build Contractor

Chip Eng Seng Contractors (1988) Pte Ltd

Construction Cost

$124,630,000.00

Gross Floor Area

110,269.8 m2
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Acacia Breeze @ Yishun is bounded by Yishun Ring Road and Yishun St 51 and comprises eight 13storeys high residential blocks with a generous landscape of verdant green and recreational
amenities.
Key Features:


Extensive use of precast components such as double tier precast columns cut down construction
time as compared to cast in-situ method.



High repetition of precast components adopted help to maximize the mould usage and facilitate
ease of construction. This high repetition was further aided by block configurations that were
replicated in the development for consistency in design.



Form of the residential block was decidedly simple with clean lines hence it was simple to
construct the buildings as there were no major protrusions, tilts, bends and twists.



Machineries like scissors lift, boom lift, bobcat skid steer loader were widely use to boost work
productivity.



Adoption of innovative products such as the double tier column ladder for ease of rigging and
unrigging the 2-tier precast columns enhanced safety and work efficiency.



Use of a movable safety screen integrated with working platform significantly improved labour
efficiency and safety.
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CPA – Projects
Punggol East C38 (Waterway Woodcress)
Gold Award
(Residential Non-Landed Buildings Category > 25,000 m2)

Developer

Housing & Development Board

Architectural Consultant

ADDP Architects LLP

Structural Consultant

KTP Consultants Pte Ltd

M&E Consultant

United Project Consultants Pte Ltd

Builder

Rich Construction Company Pte Ltd

Construction Cost

$114,000,000.00

Gross Floor Area

94,551.83 m2
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Punggol East Contract 38 (Waterway Woodcress) is located along Punggol Waterway and Punggol
Drive via Edgedale Plains. It is a condominiumlike HDB residential project consisting of 7 blocks with
a full basement, 1st storey podium carpark and a 2nd storey environmental deck.

Key Features:


Extensive use of standardised precast and prefabricated components which helped to reduce
formwork type, increase fabrication efficiency and enhance productivity.



Adoption of prefabricated steel structures for linkway and drop-off porch which offered better
strength and flexibility in erection as compared to concrete, thus saving time and labour.



Stone column method used for soil improvement yielded higher productivity and reduced cost as
compared to conventional method of using jet grouting, vibro-compaction or soil mixing.



Identical unit and façade layout design minimised the number of moulds required for the casting
of precast facades and components which increased site productivity.



Form liner was used to form timber strip pattern on precast façade and balcony wall which
allowed painting to be carried out immediately, thus achieving the required pattern finishes
effectively.



Integration of water harvesting tank and E-deck landscaping irrigation reduced manpower for
water pipes installation and usage of PUB water for irrigation.



Integration of electrical switch and conduit into the architectural work enhanced productivity as
hacking of M&E recess was eliminated.



Implementation of splice sleeve mechanical connection system for precast column/wall and the
precast “skin wall” for external side of precast components helped to improve site productivity.



Building Information Modelling (BIM) was adopted to coordinate structural, architectural and M&E
works and helped to reduce the risk of undetected clashing of M&E services. This helped to
prevent abortive works.
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CPA – Projects
YISHUN RIVERWALK
Gold Award
(Residential Non-Landed Buildings Category > 25,000 m2)

Developer

Housing & Development Board

Architectural Consultant

ADDP Architects LLP

Structural Consultant

DE Consultants (S) Pte Ltd

M&E Consultant

United Project Consultants Pte Ltd

Builder

Teambuild Engineering & Construction Pte Ltd

Construction Cost

$183,310,093.00

Gross Floor Area

153,746.58 m2
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The development is bounded on 3 sides by Yishun Ring Road, Yishun Street 31 and Yishun Avenue 6.
There are 14 residential blocks, 2 multi-storey carparks, commercial facilities, childcare centre, Senior
Activity Centre and Residents’ Committee Centre.
Key Features:


Prevalent usage of precast elements for superstructure works helped to accelerate the speed of
superstructure construction and eliminated logistics problems, thereby increasing productivity.



Full coverage of the external precast facade eliminated the use of external scaffold and reduced the
amount of formwork needed.



Repetitive unit designs and identical floor plans enabled the repeated use of formwork and
precast moulds which saved time and manpower.



80% of the internal walls were precast panels and these were easy to transport, install and carry
out finishing works.



Prefabricated welded mesh was used which reduced the tasks of rebar positioning and tying work,
hence improving productivity.



Most of the linkways were designed using steel structures of identical sizes. Prefab steel
columns together with a raft slab cum footing were used to expedite the linkway construction.



Simple flat plate design concept at the first floor helped to reduce the time and manpower
needed to construct the ground beams.
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CPA – Projects
Galaxis
Gold Award
(Commercial Buildings Category)

Developer

Ascendas Fusion 5 Pte. Ltd.

Architectural Consultant

Aedas Pte. Ltd.

Structural Consultant

Meinhardt Infrastructure Pte. Ltd.

M&E Consultant

Mott MacDonald Singapore Pte Ltd

Builder

Singapore Piling & Civil Engineering Pte Ltd

Construction Cost

$166,103,529.74

Gross Floor Area

68,838.88 m2
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Galaxis is situated at the heart of One-North development region, dedicated to the growth of
infocomm, media, science and engineering research and development. The project includes a 17storey Business Park, 2-storey retail block, 5-storey work loft building and 2 basement carparks at
Fusionopolis Place.
Key Features:


Self-compacting concrete was adopted and this drastically improved productivity through
eliminating the need for vibration compaction.



The construction of the high volume space using ST100 helped to increase productivity and
enhance safety at the same time.



Table formwork for horizontal components and jump form for lift core and staircase core walls
were adopted which improved safety, saved time and increased productivity.



Semi-precast concrete components were adopted to simplify on-site construction process.



Building Information Modelling (BIM) adopted allowed better visualization of the development
even before construction and was able to highlight clashes and conflicts at an earlier stage,
hence preventing abortive or rectification works. This helped to ensure that non-value added
works were abolished thus achieving higher productivity and constructability.



Use of flat plate with perimeter beams, post-tensioned beam and slab system, precast planters
and staircase flights as well as prefabricated steel cage for columns increased the
constructability of the project.
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CPA – Projects
Aperia
Gold Award
(Mixed Development Buildings Category)

Developer

Ascendas Real Estate Investment Trust

Architectural Consultant

ADDP Architects LLP

Structural Consultant

T C Sin Consultants Pte. Ltd.

M&E Consultant

Beca Carter Hollings & Ferner (S.E. Asia) Pte Ltd

Design and Build Contractor

Soil-Build (Pte) Ltd

Construction Cost

$192,000,000.00

Gross Floor Area

86,744.88 m2
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The project consists of a 3-storey podium, one 17-storey tower and one 14-storey tower. Sky bridges
connect the two towers at the 4th storey and 15th storey. The podium houses a shopping mall, a
through block link connecting Lavender Street and Kallang Avenue, 500 carpark lots together with
drop-off point for the towers. It is topped with a roof garden at the 3rd storey deck.
Key Features:
 The structural design of the project was based on flat slab with drop panels. For slabs with
larger spans, post tensioning of the slab was adopted to reduce the slab thickness and the
overall load on the columns and foundations.


Standardisation of column sizes was adopted for efficient fabrication and construction.



Extensive use of precast components such as staircases, concrete walls, concrete parapet in
the carpark and concrete fins reduced labour on site and maximised productivity.



Large diameter bored piles were used as much as possible to reduce the quantity of the bored
piles needed hence improving efficiency in the installation work.



The extensive use of aluminium-glass curtain wall and aluminium composite cladding together
with use of precast wall and parapet reduced labour required for in-situ works and these
improved the productivity for the architectural works.



System toilet cubic partition, dry wall partition and lightweight hollow core precast concrete wall
which were fast to erect were adopted to provide huge labour saving and increase the speed of
construction.
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CPA – Projects
73 Ayer Rajah Crescent
Gold Award
(Industrial Buildings Category)

Developer

JTC Corporation

Architectural Consultant

Tan + Tsakonas Architects

Structural Consultant

Harvest Consulting Engineers LLP

M&E Consultant

Unipac Consulting Engineers LLP

Design and Build Contractor

CCECC Singapore Pte Ltd

Construction Cost

$4,853,442.39.00

Gross Floor Area

2,550.62 m2
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The JTC LaunchPad @ one-north is located at Ayer Rajah Crescent and occupies 40,000 sqm and
houses 600 start-ups and 40 incubators. JTC LaunchPad @ one-north was developed to seed the
growth of start-ups and incubators in industries such as science and engineering, biomedical,
electronics, infocomm and media.

Key Features:

Using a raft foundation with a relatively light steel frame super-structure reduced the overall dead
load of the building and eliminated the need for piling. The ground floor raft slab was able to be
constructed with minimal excavation thus saving time and cost.


The steel frame structural system adopted resulted in ease of construction at site.



Regular grid was introduced which allowed a modular structural and architectural layout and
elevation finish, thus ensuring all materials could be prefabricated to a tighter tolerance and
achieving economies of scale. This helped to save time during fabrication and installation.



Windows and external aluminium cladding were standardised to a single module for all
tenancies, allowing rapid off-site fabrication which reduced wastage and fabrication time.



Steel frame drywalls which can be erected easily were used for all tenancies, corridors and the
external elevation to shorten the overall construction time.



A simple platform lift that did not require a dedicated lift shaft, extensive lift pits or machine rooms
was adopted to save installation cost and labour.
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CPA – Projects
Nanyang Primary School
Gold Award
(Institutional Buildings Category)

Developer

Nanyang Primary School

Architectural Consultant

LT&T AVID Architects Pte. Ltd.

Structural Consultant

ECAS-EJ Consultants Pte Ltd

M&E Consultant

William Ng Consultants Pte Ltd

Design and Build Contractor

Guan Ho Construction Co (Pte) Ltd

Construction Cost

$35,700,000.00

Gross Floor Area

17,785.36 m2
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Nanyang Primary School had recently undergone upgrading to meet the requirements of the single
session primary school model. The project involved the implementation of new norms facilities for
primary school, addition of 24 classrooms and an indoor sports hall.

Key Features:

Extensive use of precast elements such as staircase and precast slabs throughout the whole
project reduced manpower usage on site.


All the steel reinforcements were prefabricated off site and delivered to the worksite for
installation. This reduced wastage of rebars and improved cycle time greatly.



Standardisation of unit door and window sizes as well as repetitions of grids and floor heights
resulted in efficient fabrication with better quality and less wastage in production.



Dry partition wall system was used to divide the classrooms, resulting in fast erection thus saving
time.



Use of mast climbing platform and self-climbing perimeter scaffold reduced time and labour and
resulted in improved productivity on the facade works as compared to the use of traditional
scaffoldings.



Use of system formwork in-lieu of metal scaffolding helped to achieve higher productivity.



Concreting operation using hydraulic pump truck resulted in faster rate of casting thus reducing
cold joints issue and saved man-hours and machinery time.



Timber floor directly laid over structural floor omitted the need for screeding thus saving time and
cost.



For surfaces such as ceiling soffit and columns, spray painting was used to achieve more
consistent finish and higher productivity.
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